Memorandum of Understanding between 
Taylor Global Consult (TGC) and Instituto CRUX (IC)

1. Introductory reflections

From Taylor Global Consult: TGC’s leadership has studied, understood and accepted the foundational documents that conceive and birth the Instituto CRUX. We recognize that the Instituto CRUX (IC) founded in 2019 belongs to Fundación Buén Arbol (FBA), and TGC desires to establish commitments that serve the purpose of both entities (IC and TGC). It receives a representative of the Instituto CRUX to serve on the TGC Board.

From the Instituto CRUX: FBA’s and IC’s leadership have studied, understood and accepted the foundational documents (vision and mission statements) that established and gave life to Taylor Global Consult. It is our clear intention to strengthen our relationship by committing to jointly serve the outcomes of our entities (IC and TGC). It receives a representative of TGC to participate on the Board of both FBA and IC.

2. The identity and mission of Instituto CRUX

- Identity: We are an institute of reflection and research that forms, educates and responds through the Gospel of Jesus Christ to the moral dilemmas posed by the contemporary scene manifested in the destruction of the nuclear family, the decline of ethics and the superficiality of the Christian mind.
- Mission: To develop an apologetical, ethical and research platform, whose purpose is to defend and promote Christian principles in a morally arbitrary society now in constant cultural decline. From Guatemala we carry the vision out to the Spanish-speaking world.

3. The purpose and values of Taylor Global Consult

- TGC mission statement: TGC exists to provide personalized consultant wisdom and global connectivity to individuals, foundations, churches and other groups in order to significantly leverage their impact in strategic missional ventures around the world.
- A copy of the TGC Bylaws, Articles of Incorporation in the State of Texas, and IRS 501 (C3) (3) are attached.

4. The TGC commitments

- TGC affirms the existence and importance of the Instituto CRUX and commits to serve its leadership in support of its mission, outcomes, objectives and programs.
- TGC commits, along with the Instituto CRUX leadership, to seek the annual financial resources for its operations, programs, publications and research.
- The president of TGC offers his services as a consultant for the IC, and as a member of its Executive Board.
5. The Instituto CRUX commitments

- IC affirms the existence and importance of TGC and commits to serve its leadership in support of its mission, vision, purposes and programs.
- IC commits to having one of its board members fully participate as a member of the Board of Directors of TGC and strategically contribute to the growth and strengthening of its ministry.
- IC commits, along with the TGC leadership, to assist in acquiring the annual financial resources that IC needs to accomplish its godly calling.

6. Continuation, modifications and termination of the MOU

- The duration of this MOU will be three years based on the date of signing. It may be renewed for similar periods by means of a simple exchange of letters within one month of the date of its expiration.
- This MOU can be modified upon the request of either party and with mutual accord.
- Any disagreement between the signing parties will be resolved collegially, with mutual respect and following Biblical guidelines.
- This MOU can be terminated by either party as requested by one of the signing institutions.

Signatories

From Taylor Global Consult

Dr. Howard Clark Morrison  
Chairman of TGC Board

[Signature]

Dr. William D. Taylor  
President of Taylor Global Consult

[Signature]

Date: October 5, 2019

From Instituto CRUX

Ing. Frank Saenz  
President - Executive Team, Instituto CRUX

[Signature]

Lic. MTh. Gonzalo Chamorro Meza  
Director, Instituto CRUX

[Signature]

Date: September 24, 2019